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Abstract
We study an alternative to the harmonic superspace approach, the latter seems to
be the only method for quantizing innitely reducible rst class constraints currently
available. In an appropriately extended phase space, the innite ghost tower is
eectively canceled by that coming from the sector of auxiliary variables. After a
proper BRST treatment the theory proves to be of rank two which correlates well
with the results obtained earlier within the framework of the harmonic superspace
approach. The advantage of the novel technique, however, is the existence of an
explicit Lagrangian formulation and the standard spin{statistics relations which
hold for all the variables involved.
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The superparticle due to Siegel [1] (later referred to as AB superparticle) has origi-
nally been proposed as a way to avoid problematic second class constraints intrinsic to a
conventional superparticle (superstring) theory without sacricing manifest Lorentz co-
variance. To compensate a mismatch [2] in the number of degrees of freedom between
the AB model and the conventional formulation [3], it was suggested [4] to introduce
further (C and D) constraints, the total set forming a closed algebra. The equivalence
of the ABCD theory to the conventional superparticle (superstring) has been claimed in
Ref. [5]. It has to be mentioned, however, that only in the string case the proof seems
to be completely consistent (for the mechanics analogue the higher order fermionic C
constraints were treated dierently (a la Gupta{Bleuler) from others). Yet, although in
the modied theories constraints do form a closed algebra and are straightforward to be
realized quantum mechanically (operator quantization) [6], the results of the path integral
quantization [7]{[11] seem to be intractable because of innite reducibility of the fermionic
constraints involved.
A common way to attack the latter problem, which proved to be successful for the
original superparticle and superstring [12]{[14] (eld theory applications were proposed
earlier in Ref. [15]), is to make use of Lorentz harmonics to extract linearly independent
components from the fermionic constraints in a covariant fashion. For the AB model this
has been accomplished in Ref. [16] yielding a theory of rank two after a proper BRST
treatment. It has to be noted, however, that the approach of Ref. [16] is essentially
Hamiltonian. Moreover, the standard spin{statistics relations do not hold for some of
the variables involved. Another serious problem is the noncompactness of the coset space
parametrized by the harmonics used (see the discussion in Ref. [13]).
Recently, an alternative technique to cure the innite ghost tower problem intrinsic
to the Siegel superparticle, superstring has been proposed in Ref. [17]. The idea was to
appropriately extend the original phase space and then eectively cancel the innite ghost
tower by that coming from the sector of auxiliary variables.
In the present paper we investigate in full details this, looking somewhat exotic, pos-
sibility and show that the result of quantization correlates well with that obtained previ-
ously [16] within the framework of the harmonic superspace approach. The advantage of
the novel scheme, however, is the presence of an explicit Lagrangian formulation and the
standard spin{statistic relations which hold for all the variables. For simplicity of the pre-
sentation we restrict ourselves to the four dimensional case. With some modications [17],
however, this can be generalized to other dimensions.
In the next section we review the AB model in d = 4. It is shown that, in contrast
to the common opinion, a ghost free and unitary quantum mechanics can be constructed
if one sacrices conventional conjugation properties for fermionic operators and chooses
a specic modication. A light{cone Hilbert space is explicitly constructed which can be
identied with the one particle sector of the quantized supersymmetric massless Wess{
Zumino model. In Sec. 3, following the ideology of an earlier work [17], we embed
the original Siegel model into an appropriately extended conguration space. In the
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Hamiltonian framework, the variables from the auxiliary sector turn out to be subjected
to reducible constraints like those entering Siegel’s theory. These can further be used to
put the complete constraint set into that of rst stage of reducibility, the latter admitting
straightforward Batalin{Fradkin quantization [18]. Sec. 4 contains the construction of
the BRST charge in the minimal ghost sector. The theory in the extended phase space
proves to be rank two. This is in perfect agreement with the analysis of the alternative
harmonic superspace approach. An extension to the nonminimal ghost sector and path
integral quantization are accomplished in Sec. 5. We conclude with some remarks on
possible further developments of the formalism in Sec. 6. Appendix contains light{cone
techniques and technical points related to the Hamiltonian analysis of Sec. 3.
2. Review of the 4d AB model. No negative norm states and unitarity in the
physical subspace.
Retaining only rst class constraints of the conventional superparticle3 (see Ref. [6]
for the details of the Dirac procedure)
p2 = 0; (p
npn) _ = 0; (
nppn) = 0; (1)
where (pn; p; p _) are momenta conjugate to the conguration space variables (x
n; ;  _),





Owing to the null vector pn entering the problem, only half of the fermionic constraints









, holds. On the constraint surface not all of the
functions Z1
_ prove to be independent
Z1
_Z2 _  0; Z2 _ = (npn) _: (4)
Apparently, this process can be continued, the system at hand being innite stage of
reducibility following the terminology of Ref. [18].
Proceeding to the light{cone analysis of the model, one imposes the conventional gauge
in the fermionic sector
+ = 0; + = 0; (5)
or
2 = 0; 
_2 = 0: (6)
3Conventions adopted in this section are ()∗ =  _, (p)
∗ = −p _.
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The partially reduced phase space includes then three pairs4 (xn; pn),(; p),(; p), these
obeying usual canonical commutation relations and the conjugation properties (xn, pn are
real)
() = ; (p)
 = −p: (7)
Going over to the quantum description (f^; p^g = i; f ^; p^g = i), it is customary to require
a scalar product in a Hilbert space to respect the conjugation property (7), i.e.
^+ = ^; p^
+ = −p^: (8)
This, however, immediately leads to the conclusion that there are negative norm states
in such a quantum space. Actually, introducing the operators
a^ = 1p
2
(^ − ip^); a^+ = 1p2(^ − ip^);
fa^; a^+g = 1;
b^ = 1p
2




fb^; b^+g = −1; (9)
with a representation space being a tensor product of the corresponding Fock spaces, one
discovers a ghost state due to the last line in Eq. (9).
It does not seem to have been emphasized previously, that a ghost free quantum
mechanics still can be constructed if we sacrice Eq. (8) and choose the alternative
p^+ = −i^; p^+ = −i ^: (10)
With such a choice, the operators
a^ = 1p
2
(^ − ip^); a^+ = 1p2(^ − ip^);
b^ = 1p
2
(^ + ip^); b^
+ = − 1p
2
(^ + ip^); (11)
obey
fa^; a^+g = 1; fb^; b^+g = 1; (12)
and the corresponding Fock space, obviously, does not involve ghosts. It is worth men-
tioning that, there is no any physical obstruction to dene a conjugation like in Eq. (10)
because eigenvalues of the Fermi operators are odd supernumbers and do not correspond
to any physical quantities.
An explicit representation of the operators (^; ^; p^; p^) in a quantum space with a
scalar product respecting Eq. (10) has been given in Ref. [6] (similar issues have been
4In what follows we omit the indices carried by the Fermi variables.
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discussed in Ref. [19]). This is realized on a linear span of four vectors (j0i ; j"i ; j#i ; j"#i),
which we collectively call ji, with (^; ^; p^; p^) operating like
^ j0i = 0; ^ j"i = i j0i ; ^ j#i = 0; ^ j"#i = i j#i ;
^ j0i = 0; ^ j"i = 0; ^ j#i = i j0i ; ^ j"#i = −i j"i ;
p^ j0i = j"i ; p^ j"i = 0; p^ j#i = j"#i ; p^ j"#i = 0;
p^ j0i = j#i ; p^ j"i = − j"#i ; p^ j#i = 0; p^ j"#i = 0; (13)
and
hj0i = 0 (14)
The total Hilbert space is dened to be a tensor product of the linear span and the
space of square integrable functions on which x^n and p^n act in the usual coordinate
representation.
A physical Hilbert space in the complete quantum space is specied by the only con-
straint remaining
p^2jphysi = 0: (15)




ji ⊗ e−ip0t+i~p~x; (16)
where for physical reasons we have chosen an upper shell of the light cone p0 =
p
~p2.
A Lorentz invariant scalar product in the physical subspace is given by
hjΨi = i
Z
d3~x(@0Ψ− @0 Ψ); (17)
or
hp;jp0;0i = p0(3)(~p− ~p0)0 ; (18)
for the momentum eigenfunctions.
It is instructive then to clarify the structure of the Pauli-Lubanski vector for the case


















_ the spin part of the Lorentz generators, onto the









Here we made use of the identities (0123 = 1)









Owing to the minus sign between the two terms entering Eq. (20), one does not face any
operator ordering ambiguities in passing to quantum description. In particular,
W^ap; = pap;; (22)






for the states ji = (j0i ; j"i ; j#i ; j"#i), respectively. Observe also that W^a is hermitian
with respect to both conjugation prescriptions (8),(10).
Since the construction of unitary irreducible representations (irreps) of the Poincare
group reduces to that of the little group generated by W^a (see e.g. [20]), it is straightfor-
ward to verify that given the vector ji = (j0i ; j"i ; j#i ; j"#i) in Eq. (16) the corresponding
linear space (pa takes values on the upper shell of the light cone) realizes a unitary irrep
of helicity , with  being specied in Eq. (23).
Finally, it is worth mentioning, that the set of helicities obtained allows us to identify
the quantum space constructed with the one particle sector of a quantized supersym-
metric massless Wess{Zumino model. This correlates well with the results of the Dirac
quantization5 accomplished in Ref. [6].
A path integral representation for the superpropagator of the massless Wess{Zumino
model that explicitly involves a gauge xed action of the 4d Siegel superparticle has been
given in Ref. [6].
3. Siegel superparticle in an extended phase space
As was demonstrated in the previous section, the Siegel superparticle in the original
formulation is innite stage of reducibility. In this section we reformulate the model by
introducing a set of auxiliary variables. The extension makes it possible to put fermionic
constraints into an irreducible form valid for subsequent path integral quantization.
3.1. Action and symmetries





( _xm + im _ − i _m + i m− im  + !m)2
−  _ −  _ _
_ − ! − 2 − mi’m + mim ’g: (24)
5In Ref. [6] quantum wave functions were realized on real scalar superelds. This condition can be
weakened to include complex scalar superelds if one makes proper use of both of the equation entering
Eq. (34b) of Ref. [6].
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The theory is invariant under the standard rigid supersymmetry transformations. Lo-
cal reparametrizations and -symmetry of Siegel’s model
 =  _;  = 
_; x
n =  _xn;
 =  _;  =  _; e = (e)
;
 = ( )
;   = (  ); ! = (!);

n =  _n;  =  _;   =  _;
’ = (’)
;  ’ = ( ’);  = ();
(25)
 = −ie−1nn;  = ie−1nn;
x
n = i
n − in − in+ in;
e = 4 _ + 4
_;  = _;
  = _;
where m = _xm + im _ − i _m + i m − im  + !m, are extended by two new
symmetries depending on fermionic parameters ; γ, the latter acting in the sector of new
variables
 = ~
nn;   = n~
n;  = i(’ − ’); (26)
γ’ = γ~
nn; γ ’ = n~
nγ; γ = −i(γ − γ): (27)
From the transformation rules above, one concludes that the variables (xm; ;  _)
parametrize a conventional R4j4 superspace, (e;  ;  _) prove to be gauge elds for lo-
cal reparametrizations and {symmetry, whereas the pair (;  _) provides the terms
corresponding to a (mixed) covariant propagator for fermions. This holds as in the
Siegel model. As shown below, there is no dynamics in the sector of the new variables
(!;m; ; ’; ’ _; 
;  _), these prove to be purely auxiliary.
3.2. Fermionic constraints made irreducible
Proceeding to the Hamiltonian analysis one nds fourteen primary constraints6
pe = 0; p = 0; p  = 0; p = 0; p = 0; p! = 0;
p = 0; p = 0; p’ = 0; p ’ = 0; p = 0; p = 0;
p − pni(n) −  = 0; p _ + pni(n) _ −  _ = 0; (28)
where pq stands for a momentum canonically conjugate to a variable q. The total Hamil-
tonian has the form
H = pee + p  
 + p  
_  _ + p
 + p
_ _ + p!! + pn
n + p
6We dene momenta conjugate to Fermi variables to be right derivatives of a Lagrangian with respect
to velocities. This corresponds to the following choice of the Poisson brackets f; pg =  ; f _; p _g =
 _
_ and the position of momenta and velocities in the Hamiltonian as specied below in Eq. (29).
Our conventions for the conjugation slightly dier from those used in the review section ()∗ =  _,
(p)
∗ = p _.
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+p’’
 + p ’
_ ’ _ + p
 + p
_ _ + (p + pni
n − ) _ _
+(p − pnin − ) + 12ep2 − i npn + in  pn + 2 + !(1− p)
+i’n n − in ’n; (29)
where ::: are the Lagrange multipliers associated to the primary constraints. The con-
servation in time of the primary constraints yields the secondary ones
p2 = 0; pn(
n) = 0; pn(
n) _ = 0;
n(
n ) = 0; n(
n) _ = 0;
n(
n ’) = 0; n(’
n) _ = 0;
2 = 0; 1− p = 0;
−2n + !pn − i’n  + in ’ = 0; (30)
and xes some of the Lagrange multipliers,
 = −pnin  ;  = i npn;
 = −2pnin  0;  = 2inpn  0: (31)
Beautifully enough, the last equation in Eq. (30) can be simplied to (a proof is given
in Appendix)
! = 0; −2− i’n pn + in ’pn = 0: (32)
With this remark, consistency conditions for the secondary constraints amount to
p = 0;  = 0; ! = 0;
2 = −i’n pn + in ’pn − i’npn + in ’pn;
n(
n) + n(
n ) = 0; n(
n) _ + n(
n) _ = 0;
n(
n ’) + n(
n ’) = 0; n(’
n) _ + n(’
n) _ = 0; (33)
Making use of light{cone arguments like those given in the Appendix one can show that
each of the fermionic equations entering Eq. (33) determines precisely half of the corre-
sponding fermionic Lagrange multipliers.
Thus no tertiary constraints arise at this stage, the complete constraint system being
pe = 0; p = 0; p  = 0; (34)
p = 0; p − pni(n)−  = 0; (35)
p = 0; p + pni(
n)−  = 0; (36)
p! = 0; ! = 0; (37)
p = 0; −2− i’n pn + in ’pn = 0; (38)
p’ = 0; ’
nn = 0; (39)
p ’ = 0; 
n ’n = 0; (40)
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p = 0; 
nn = 0; (41)
p = 0; 
n n = 0; (42)
p2 = 0; p
npn = 0; 
nppn = 0; (43)
p = 0; 
2 = 0; 1− p = 0: (44)
The constraints (34) are rst{class. Imposing the gauge
e = 1;  = 0;  = 0; (45)
which yields
e = 0;  = 0;   = 0; (46)
one can disregard the canonical pairs (e; pe), ( ; p ), (  ; p  ). In the same manner, the
variables (; p),(; p),(!; p!),(; p) can be omitted after introducing the Dirac bracket
associated with the second class constraints (35){(38). The Dirac brackets for the remain-
ing variables prove to coincide with the Poisson ones.
One has to be more inventive when imposing a gauge in the sector (39), ((40)). Passing
to the light{cone coordinates (see Appendix) one concludes that, due to 2 = 0, there is
only one linearly independent component entering the last of the spinor constraints (39)
((40)), this proves to be second class, whereas the corresponding momenta include one
rst and one second class constraints. Beautifully enough, on account of the last of the
equations (44) these can be put into covariant (redundant) form
p’ = 0 ,
(
p’
nn = 0 rst class
p’
npn = 0 second class
(47)
Fixing a gauge is now obvious (again in a covariant and redundant form)
n’pn = 0; (48)
which yields
’ = 0; (49)
when combined with Eq. (39). The conservation in time of the gauge (48) yields
’
npn = 0: (50)
Together with Eq. (33) this completely species ’. Note also that consistency ((’)
 = ’)
requires us to impose the complex conjugate equation
pn
n ’ = 0 ! ’ = 0: (51)
One nally concludes that there is no dynamics in the sector (’; p’), ( ’; p ’).
The same arguments apply to the variables (; p), (; p). For our purposes, however,
it is convenient not to impose a gauge in this sector but rather use these purely auxiliary
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variables to supplement Siegel’s constraints (43) up to irreducible ones. Actually, it is
straightforward to check that the system (see also Ref. [17])
 _  (pnpn + pnn) _ = 0;   (pnnp + nnp) = 0 rst class; (52)
Ψ _  (nn + pnpn) _ = 0; Ψ  (nn + pnnp) = 0 second class; (53)
p2 = 0 rst class; (54)
is completely equivalent to the initial equations (41){(43). Here the identities
p















_ = − 1
2p
(~mpm)
_ − 12p(~mm) _Ψ − 12pp2p _ − 12p2  _; (56)
prove to be useful. The equivalence just stated implies also that the constraint set above
is irreducible, otherwise we would have less than 8+1 equations and Eqs. (52){(54) would
not be equivalent to (41){(43) (8 + 1 linearly independent components).
It remains to discuss the bosonic constraints (44). Constructing a (weak) projector to
the directions orthogonal to the vectors pn;n
m
n = m
n − pmn − mpn; (57)
one can easily extract rst class constraints contained in p, the complete constraint set
being
~pm  (p)m = pm − (p)pm − (pp)m = 0 rst class; (58)
pp = 0; 
2 = 0; p = 0; 1− p = 0 second class: (59)
In view of the identities7
~p  0; ~pp  0; (60)
one concludes that there are only two linearly independent components entering Eq. (58),
the total number of constraints being sucient to suppress dynamics in the sector. In
order to explicitly decouple the rst class constraints above from the fermionic second
class ones (53), it suces to redene them like
~pn = 0 ! ~pn − 12n~mppm − 12p~mn pm = 0: (61)
As the Dirac bracket associated with the second class constraints is introduced, this seems
to be inessential here.
It is worth mentioning, that the dynamical equivalence of the model (24) and the
Siegel superparticle [1] can be easily established if one imposes the non covariant gauge
i = 0; i=1,2: (62)
7Here and in what follows the symbol  means an equality up to a linear combination of second class
constraints.
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To summarize, in the extended phase space the innite reducibility of the constraints (43)
characterizing the Siegel model can be compensated by that coming from the sector of
additional variables to put the fermionic constraints into an irreducible form. Residual
reducibility proves to fall in the bosonic constraints (58),(59). Being the rst stage of
reducibility, these admit consistent path integral quantization.
Quantization of the constraint system (52){(54),(58),(59) will be our main concern in
the next sections.
3.3. The Dirac bracket
In the presence of second class constraints both the nilpotency equation to determine
the BRST charge and that to x the unitarizing Hamiltonian should be solved under
the Dirac bracket associated with the full set of second class constraints [18]. To con-
struct the latter, it suces to convert the matrix of Poisson brackets of second class
constraints8. Denoting collectively the constraints by i = (pp;
2; p; 1−p; Ψ _;Ψ)





0 −2p −pp p2 −(npn) _ −(pnn )
2p 0 22 0 0 0
pp −22 0 p −(nn) _ −(nn )
−p2 0 −p 0 0 0
(npn) _ 0 (
nn) _ 0 −4(~nm) _ _npm 0
(pn
n ) 0 (n









this to be used when constructing the path integral measure in Sec. 5.
Given a supermatrix F = FB + FS, where FB and FS are the body and the soul
respectively [23], the inverse supermatrix is constructed according to the rule [23]




8The construction proves to be more involved when second class constraints in a question are (in-
nitely) reducible. A recipe has been given in Ref. [21]
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In our case only the rst two terms entering the power series above prove to be non






0 p 0 22 0 0





0 −p2 0 −2p 0 0








n ) 0 (n





where   2((p)2 − 2p2) and pp0  pp + 12(2 + 2).
With the Γij at hand, the Dirac bracket is straightforward to build
fA;BgD = fA;Bg − fA;igΓijfj; Bg =
fA;Bg+ 1

fA;2gpfpp; Bg − 1fA; ppgpf2; Bg+ 2fA; 1− pg2fpp; Bg−
2

fA; ppg2f1− p; Bg+ 1fA; pgp2f2; Bg − 1fA;2gp2fp; Bg+
1

fA; 1− pgpp0f2; Bg − 1fA;2gpp
0f1− p; Bg+ 2

fA; pgpf1− p; Bg−
2

fA; 1− pgpfp; Bg+ 12fA;2g(mpm) _f(nn + pnpn) _; Bg+
1
2
fA; (nn + pnpn) _g(mpm) _f2; Bg − 12fA; (nn + pnnp)g
(pm
m )f2; Bg − 1
2
fA;2g(pmm )f(nn  + pnnp); Bg+
1

fA; (nn + pnpn) _g(mm) _f1− p; Bg+ 1fA; 1− pg(mm) _
f(nn + pnpn) _; Bg − 1fA; (nn + pnnp)g(mm )f1− p; Bg−
1

fA; 1− pg(mm )f(nn + pnnp); Bg−
2

fA; (nn + pnpn) _g(~kl) _




fA; (nn + pnnp)g(kl)kplf(mm  + pmmp); Bg: (67)
Being rather involved in the general form, the bracket considerably simplies when eval-
uated in specic coordinate sectors (in what follows we omit the label D attached to the
Dirac brackets)
f; pg = 12 − 2p(nm)npm; f; g = 2p2(nm)npm;
fp; pg = 22(nm)npm; (68)






npm; f _;  _g = 2p2(~nm) _ _npm;
fp _; p _g = 22(~nm) _
_npm; (69)




p(pnpm − pmpn)− i(2 − 2)nmklkpl; (70)
f; pg = ; f; g = 0; fp; pg = 0; (71)
f _; p _g =  _ _; f _;  _g = 0; fp _; p _g = 0; (72)
fxn; pmg = nm; fpn; pmg = 0;





knpk)− 1(p2 + p2)(npm−
mpn)− i(p2 − p2)nmklkpl: (73)
Analogously, for the cross sectors one nds the only non vanishing brackets to be (in what
follows we will not need the explicit form of the brackets involving xn{variable, these are
omitted here)



















fpn;  _g = 1p2n  _ + 1p2(~kkn ) _ + 1pn(~kpkll ) _−
1

p(~kpkn ) _; (76)
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In obtaining Eqs. (68){(77) the following identities
Tr(abcd) = −12(acbd − adbc) + i2abcd
Tr(~ab~cd) = −12(acbd − adbc)− i2abcd; (78)
with 0123 = 1 and nm = diag(−;+;+;+), prove to be useful.
Finally, it is worth noting, that as long as the path integral quantization is concerned,
the presence of the {function of second class constraints in the path integral measure [18]
allows one to solve the equations on the BRST{charge and the unitarizing Hamiltonian
modulo second class constraints [18]. In particular, this will provide further simplications
in Eqs. (68){(77).
3.4. Algebra of rst class constraints
Having evaluated the Dirac bracket, we are now in a position to specify the algebra
of the rst class constraints (52), (54), (58), the corresponding structure functions to be
used when constructing the BRST charge.
Taking into account Eqs. (55),(56), the identities
2 = − 1
p
p2(p)− 1p Ψ _(~mpm) _; (79)
2 = − 1
p
p2(p )− 1p(~mpm)Ψ; (80)
and the fact that according to the general recipe [18] it suces to know the algebra modulo
second class constraints, one nds the only nontrivial brackets to be
f~pn; ~pmg  Unmk~pk + Unmp2;
f~pn;g  Un + Unp2;
f~pn;  _g  Un _ _  _ + Un _p2: (81)




















































(pn) _ − 1n(pkpk) _ + 1(np2 − pn)(pkk) _: (82)
Worth noting also are the important algebraic properties of the functions obtained
Unm
m = 0; Unmp
m = 0; (83)
Un
n  0; Unpn  0; (84)
Un
n  0; Unpn  0; (85)
Un _
_n  0; Un _ _pn  0; (86)
Un _
n  0; Un _pn  0: (87)
These will be of frequent use when establishing the nilpotency of the BRST charge in the
next section.
4. The BRST charge and unitarizing Hamiltonian in the minimal ghost
sector
Proceeding to the BRST quantization, one associates a couple of canonically conjugate
ghost variables to each of the rst class constraints (52), (54), (58) (C _; P _), (C; P),
(C; P),(Cn; Pn). The statistics and the ghost number are specied by conventional pre-
scriptions
(CA) = ( PA) = A + 1;
gh(CA) = −gh( PA) = 1: (88)
To compensate the overcounting in the sector (Cn; Pn) (only two components entering the
bosonic constraint (58) are linearly independent) one further introduces [18] the secondary
ghosts (C1; P1), (C2; P2) which obey
(C1;2) = ( P1;2) = 0;
gh(C1;2) = −gh( P1;2) = 2: (89)
Together with the previously introduced variables these exhaust the minimal ghost sector
for the model under consideration.
The BRST charge is dened to be a solution of the nilpotency equation
fΩmin;Ωming  0; (90)
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satisfying the boundary condition
Ωmin = C
 +  _C
_ + ~pnC
n + p2C + PnnC1 + PnpnC2 + : : : : (91)
The rst four terms entering Eq. (91) are typical for the BRST quantization of irreducible
gauge theories. Through Eq. (90) they automatically generate the gauge algebra (81).
The two remaining terms are designed to generate the identities (60) and are specic to
the treatment of reducible theories.
Calculating the contribution of the boundary terms into Eq. (90)
fΩmin;Ωming  2 Pmfm; ~pngC1Cn − 2(Un + Unp2)CCn −
2(Un _
_  _ + Un _p
2)C _Cn − (Unmk~pk + Unmp2)CmCn + : : : ; (92)
one can partially clarify the structure of the terms which were missing in Eq. (91). In
particular, extending the ansatz (91) by means of three new contributions
1
2









fk; png; ~Uknmpm  0; (94)
one can get rid of the rst term (which is a manifestation of the reducibility of the
constraints) and those involving ~p;; 
fΩmin;Ωming  −Unmp2CmCn − 2Unp2CCn − 2Un _p2C _Cn −
2 PUnγUmγCmCnC − 2 P _Un _γ _Um _ _γCmCnC
_ + : : : : (95)
In order to verify Eq. (95) one has to use the algebraic properties of the structure func-
tions (83){(87) and the Jacobi identities resulting from the constraint algebra
~Uk[ma^
~Uabc]  0; U[ma^kUbc]a  0; (96)
f~p[n; ~Ukab]g  0; f~p[n; Uab]kg  0; (97)
f~pn; Umg − f~pm; Ung − UnmkUk  0; (98)
f~pn; Um _ _g − f~pm; Un _ _g − UnmkUk _ _  0; (99)
f~pn; Umg − f~pm; Ung − UnmkUk  0; (100)
f~pn; Um _g − f~pm; Un _g − UnmkUk _  0: (101)
Here the square bracket stands for a complete antisymmetrization of indices and a hat
over an index means that it is not aected by the antisymmetrization.
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It is instructive then to give an explicit form of the terms quadratic in the structure
functions which enter Eq. (95)
Um
Un

























gp2  mnγp2; (102)
mn























2 − pn)(~kkm) _γ _ + (~mn) _γ _gp2  mn _ _γp2; (104)
mn _
_γn  0; mn _ _γpn  0: (105)
Being factors of p2 these suggest a further amendment to the Ωmin
PUnCCn + PUn _C _Cn + 12 PUnmCmCn −
1
2
P PnmCmCnC − 12 P P _nm _ _CmCnC
_: (106)
Beautifully enough, by making use of the next portion of the Jacobi identities
f~p[a; Ubc]g+ U[ad^Ubc]d  0; (107)
mn
γγ + Um
Un − UnUm + f; Unmg  0; (108)
mn _
_γ  _γ + Um _
_Un _ − Un _
_Um _ + f _; Unmg  0; (109)
f~p[a;mn]g+ [ad^Umn]d  0; (110)
f~p[a;mn] _ _g+ [ad^ _ _Umn]d  0; (111)
[mn
γUa]γ
 − U[aγmn]γ  0; (112)
[mn _
_γUa] _γ
_ − U[a _ _γmn] _γ _  0; (113)
one can verify the nilpotency of our ansatz, the BRST charge in the minimal ghost sector
being of the form
Ωmin = C
 +  _C
_ + ~pnC
n + p2C + PnnC1 + PnpnC2 +
1
2
Pk ~UknmCmCn + PUnCCn + P _Un _ _C _Cn +
PUnCCn + PUn _C _Cn + 12 PUnmCmCn −
1
2
P PnmCmCnC − 12 P P _nm _ _CmCnC
_: (114)
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For this to be real, one has to impose the following conjugation properties on the ghost
variables
(C) = C _; (Cn) = Cn; (C) = C; (C1;2)

= −C1;2;
( P) = P _; ( Pn) = − Pn; ( P) = − P ; ( P1;2) = − P1;2: (115)
Thus, within the framework of the BRST quantization the modied formulation
proves to be a theory of rank two. Our result here correlates well with that obtained
previously in the alternative harmonic superspace approach [16]. Worth noting also is
that a naive limit of the expression obtained to the original phase space breaks manifest
Lorenz covariance (i = 0;− = 0;+ = − 1
p− ), as it should.
Finally, we observe that the boundary condition which has to be imposed on the
unitarizing Hamiltonian (a proper Hamiltonian treatment requires secondary constraints
to be added to the initial Hamiltonian with the corresponding Lagrange multipliers)
HjC= P=0 = H0 = 0; (116)
automatically satises the needed equation
fH;Ωming  0: (117)
Hence, no ghost corrections to Eq. (116) are to be added, the latter ts to describe the
unitarizing Hamiltonian for the case at hand (see also Ref. [24]).
5. Extension to the nonminimal ghost sector. Transition amplitude.
Having constructed Ωmin and H , an extension to the nonminimal ghost sector is
straightforward [18]. The irreducible constraints ,  _, p
2 can be treated in the usual
way. One introduces three canonical pairs of new ghost variables (P; C),(P _; C _),
(P; C) along with the corresponding Lagrange multipliers (; ),( _;  _),(; ) (the
statistics and the ghost number of the new variables are given below in the Table 1).
Associated with the reducible constraints ~p are the primary ghosts and Lagrange mul-
tipliers (Pn; Cn), (n; n), as well as the secondary ones [18] (P1; C1), (P2; C2), (1; 1),
(2; 2). A direct inspection of the structure of the ghost sector (with the use of the Table
1) shows the disbalance between the number of unphysical degrees of freedom and that of
ghosts introduced. This can be improved by introducing further \extra" ghosts [18]. In
our case these are exhausted by (P(1)1; C1(1)), (P(1)2; C2(1)), ((1)1; (1)1), ((1)2; (1)2). The
statistics and the ghost number of the new variables are gathered in the following table
Table 1.1 Ghosts (nonminimal sector)
P C P _ C _ P C Pn Cn P1 C1 P2 C2
 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
gh 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 2 -2 2 -2
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Table 1.2 Lagrange multipliers
  
_  _   
n n 
1 1 2 2
 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
gh 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 1 -1
Table 1.3 Extra ghosts
P(1)1 C1(1) P(1)2 C2(1) (1)1 (1)1 (1)2 (1)2
 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
gh 1 -1 1 -1 0 0 0 0
A continuation of Ωmin to the complete relativistic phase space is now easy to perform
Ω = Ωmin + P +  _P _ + P + nPn + 1P1 + 2P2 +
(1)
1P(1)1 + (1)2P(1)2: (118)
This supplies us with the last tool needed for quantizing the theory, the corresponding





D(2)(1− p)(pp)(p)(Ψ)( Ψ _)e ihS: (119)




n + p _
 + p
_ _ _ + pn _
n + p _
 + p
_ _ _ + 
_ +  _ _ _ +
 _+ n _
n + 1 _1 + 2 _2 + (1)
1 _1(1) + (1)
2 _2(1) +
P _C + P _ _C _ +
P _C + Pn _Cn + P1 _C1 + P2 _C2 + C _P + C _ _P _ + C _P + Cn _Pn +
C1 _P1 + C2 _P2 + C1(1) _P1(1) + C2(1) _P2(1) − fΨ;ΩgD); (120)
with D being the usual Liouville measure over the full phase space and Ψ denoting
the gauge xing fermion ((Ψ) = 1; gh(Ψ) = −1). Given a specic form for the latter,
a number of ghost (and Lagrange multiplier) integrations can be performed explicitly,
thus providing a further simplication of the expression (119). A detailed discussion of a
possible choice for the gauge xing fermion can be found in Ref [18].
9As usual, the fermionic {function is dened as () = . Hence, (Ψ)  Ψ1Ψ2  Ψ2.
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6. Conclusion
In this article we have studied an alternative to the harmonic superspace approach, the
latter seems to be the only method for quantizing innitely reducible rst class constraints
currently available. The basic advantage of the novel technique is the existence of an ex-
plicit Lagrangian formulation and the validity of the standard spin{statistics relations for
all the variables involved. In contrast to the harmonic superspace approach, where one
rst extracts linearly independent components from originally reducible constraints and
then quantizes the resulting irreducible theory, the innite reducibility of constraints is
eectively canceled by that coming from the sector of auxiliary variables. Both methods,
however, correlate well yielding a theory of rank two after BRST quantization. The ques-
tion of which of the two techniques proves to be more adequate for quantum description
reduces now to a value of technical benets oered in the course of an explicit evaluation
of the path integral. This, however, lies outside of the scope of the present research.
Turning to possible further developments, one expects the treatment of the ABCD
model along similar lines to be a natural next step. As has been mentioned in the Intro-
duction, however, a proof of the equivalence of the ABCD superparticle to a conventional
model does not treat all constraints on equal footing. In view of this fact, the formula-
tion by Green and Hull [25] seems to be preferable. Then, as was recently marked by
Berkovits [26], a naive generalization of the present scheme to the superstring case [27]
faces the zero mode problem and, hence, deserves further investigation. We suspect, how-
ever, the latter point to be a technical diculty rather than an ideological one. Another
interesting point is to make use of the present approach to test an earlier quantization
proposal by Kallosh [28] (see also related works [24],[29]). The innite proliferation of
ghosts has been truncated there by imposing appropriate conditions on the ghosts vari-
ables, the latter involving specic (covariant) projectors. The phase space in our method
is valid for the construction of such projectors (see also Ref. [24]) and the possibility to
truncate the innite ghost tower following Kallosh’s approach at the very second step
seems to be tempting.
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Appendix
In this Appendix we prove the equivalence of the last of Eqs. (30) and the pair (32),
provided other constraints from (30) hold. Some details related to the analysis of the
constraint system in the light{cone frame are also given.
Given the vector equation
−2n + !pn − i’n  + in ’ = 0; (A:1)
the multiplication by n gives
! = 0: (A:2)
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Hence, the second term in (A:1) can be omitted. Passing to light cone coordinates, one
has
−2+ − i’+ + i+ ’ = 0; (A:3)
−2− − i’− + i− ’ = 0; (A:4)
−2i − i’i + ii ’ = 0; (A:5)
where the customary notation  =  1p
2
(0  3) is used.
It is worth mentioning now that, given a light{like vector 2 = −2+− + ii = 0,
the equation (’n) _n = 0 contains only half (one) linearly independent components.
Actually, taking a conventional set of {matrices in R1j3 (see Ref. [22])































with ~n _ =  _
_n _, one nds
(’n) _n = 0 )
8<
: ’







+ ’1− = 0:
(A:7)
Multiplying the rst equation in (A:7) by (
1−i2)p
2
one recovers the second one, provided
the standard light{cone condition
+ 6= 0 (A:8)
is assumed.
With the use of the explicit representation of the {matrices chosen, the constraint
system (A:3){(A:5) simplies to
−2+ + ip2’1  _1 − ip21 ’ _1 = 0; (A:9)
−2− + ip2’0  _0 − ip20 ’ _0 = 0; (A:10)
−(1 + i2)− i’0  _1 + i0 ’ _1 = 0; (A:11)
−(1 − i2)− i’1  _0 + i1 ’ _0 = 0: (A:12)
On account of Eq. (A:7) (the same holds for  and complex conjugates), the last three
equations follow from (A:9). Thus, there appears to be only one linearly independent
component entering the original vector equation. The latter can be put into a covariant
(scalar) form. Actually, applying the same light{cone technique to the equation
−2− i’n pn + in ’pn = 0; (A:12)
one recovers precisely Eq. (A:9).
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